
The Spektral Quartet is one of the  
leading lights of our time,  

a group so fiercely committed to bold, 
fresh and honest performances  

that they literally sizzle and  
raise your hair when they play. 

 Claire Chase

 Flutist, Founder and Co-artistiC direCtor oF

 international Contemporary ensemble (iCe),

 2012 maCarthur Fellow



the washington post

“...a marvelous foursome.”

new york times

“The quartet proved that they have everything: a supreme technical command that seems to come easily, 
a capacity to make complicated music clear, and, most notably on this occasion, an ability to cast a magic spell…”

gramophone

“...geeky, highly-interactive, creative and collaborative...unlike anything its intended audience— 
or anyone else—has ever heard.”

the strad

“...superb performances, vivid and strongly felt, convincingly argued and full of rich, characterful detail.”

the strad

“...it is sheer pleasure for listeners, especially with the Spektral players’ ear-tickling precision.”

bbC musiC magazine

“...preposterous, charming and brilliantly performed.”

boston globe

“...the superb Chicago-based Spektral Quartet, making its Boston debut, took on Furrer’s challenge of 
reassembling such halting signals into coherence—while still, in its playing and programming, drawing 
out the equivocality of Furrer’s undertaking: striving toward communication, uncertain of the possibility.”

boston globe

“...something important about Spektral’s talented and ambitious musicians: serious about the music, 
not about themselves.”

new york ClassiCal review

“...Chicago’s Spektral Quartet delivered an invigorating and involving reminder of just how broad 
and deep the range of contemporary classical music is, via outstanding playing of equally outstanding 
new and recent works…”

ChiCago tribune

“The city’s hottest string quartet...”

ChiCago ClassiCal review

“...there is no finer string quartet in Chicago than Spektral Quartet”

new City

“...Spektral is better than most at conveying how those earlier pieces fit on the same continuum as 
the newer ones—often conjuring the sense of disorientation and even danger that their original audiences
would have heard in them.”

alex ross

“Keep an eye out for the Spektral Quartet.” 

timeout ChiCago

“…a spine-tingling interpretation … hands down one of the most impressive performances of the year.”



ChiCago ClassiCal review

“The Spektral ensemble has a special knack for finding a satisfying balance of style, soul and seriousness.”

ChiCago tribune

“Chambers [is] a mind-blowing array of new sonic explorations”

elgin Courier-news

“For the next two hours, the artists of Spektral Quartet delivered one amazing performance after another, challenging
our notions of what to expect from a string quartet, and pushing the boundaries of what’s musically possible.”

seen and heard international

“What distinguished this effort from others in the “classical-plus-whatever” genre is the Spektral musicians’ 
technical expertise.”

ChiCago reader

“...[Spektral Quartet is] leading the charge toward progressive, high-caliber contemporary classical, re inventing 
the concept of chamber music...”

south bend tribune

“The Spektral Quartet is a chamber group for the new millennium.”

miami herald

“With perfectly coordinated entrances and silences, Spektral’s mature, passionate rendition had the purity 
and precision of a Mozart overture.”

ChiCago magazine

“To new-music lovers around Chicago, the four string players of Spektral Quartet seem like they’re everywhere—
not just in the concert hall.”

wQxr: Q2 musiC

“New Yorkers should brace themselves for a pang of envy. Listening to “Chambers,” the inaugural release from both 
the Spektral Quartet and their fellow Chicagoans at the Parlour Tapes+ label, one could hardly imagine a more 
promising debut from either.”

ChiCago reader

“The members of the Spektral Quartet have remarkable technique and keen imaginations”

bandCamp

“...a vital pillar of Chicago’s classical scene...”

wQxr: Q2 musiC

“One of the coolest and craziest new-music projects of the year came from Chicago’s Spektral Quartet. In March 2014,
the ensemble blew up in pockets everywhere with “Mobile Miniatures”—over 45 ringtones, alarms and mobile alerts 
commissioned from a who’s who of outside-the-box 21st Century music makers…”

alex ross: the rest is noise

“The Spektral Quartet, young radicals of Chicago, have a delirious new record”

ChiCago reader

“...adventurous, unimpeachable musicians...what sets them apart is their willingness to meet their audience halfway”



Spektral Quartet actively purSueS a vivid conversation between exhilarating works  
of the traditional canon and those written this decade, this year, or this week. With its most recent album 
described by Gramophone as “highly-interactive, creative and collaborative...unlike anything its intended 
audience —or anyone else—has ever heard,” Spektral is known for creating seamless connections across 
centuries, drawing in the listener with charismatic deliveries, interactive concert formats, an up-close  
atmosphere, and bold, inquisitive programming. 

receNtly
2016 saw the release of Serious Business  
(Sono Luminus), the foursome’s most ambitious 
recording project to date, and a major tour of  
Beat Furrer’s epic, hour-length “String Quartet No. 3”, 
 both of which garnered rave reviews in major 
international publications. “A delirious new 
record,” (Alex Ross), Serious Business is an intrepid 
exploration of the many-sided face of humor  
in classical music, featuring vibrant premieres by 
stunning young composers Sky Macklay,  
David Reminick, and Chris Fisher-Lochhead, paired 
with a centuries-old gut-buster, Haydn’s Quartet  
Op.33 No. 2, “The Joke.” The quartet’s multi-city 
tour of Beat Furrer’s “String Quartet No. 3” and 
Bagatellen, a new work by Hans Thomalla, “proved 
that they [the quartet] have everything: a supreme 
technical command that seems to come easily,  
a capacity to make complicated music clear, and, 
most notably on this occasion, an ability to  
cast a magic spell…” (New York Times). 

cOMiNG up 
At home both in and out of the concert hall,  
Spektral Quartet enthusiastically seeks out 
vehicles to bring classical music into the sphere 
of everyday life, prioritizing immersion and 
inclusivity through close-proximity seating and 
intimate, unconventional venues. Major upcoming 
projects in the quartet’s native city include the 
Chicago premiere of Morton Feldman’s notorious 
six-hour String Quartet No. 2 at the Museum 
of Contemporary Art, multiple appearances at 
the inaugural Ear Taxi Festival, a youth-oriented 
interactive tour of Chicago in partnership with  
the Chicago Parks District, the recording of new 
works by composer Anthony Cheung, and a  

major new initiative on Chicago’s South Side  
in collaboration with multidisciplinary artist  
Theaster Gates. The 2016–17 season will also  
see dynamic new programs pairing works of  
Ravel, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn with the  
voices of emerging composers, and new works  
by George Lewis, Augusta Read Thomas,  
Samuel Adams, and Tomeka Reid. 

Other prOjectS
The ensemble is regarded for forward-thinking 
endeavors such as Mobile Miniatures, which rallied 
more than forty composers from across the nation, 
including David Lang, Augusta Read Thomas,  
Nico Muhly and Shulamit Ran, to write ringtone-
length pieces available for download to mobile 
devices. As ardent advocates for new music  
in their home city, the group recorded its debut 
album, Chambers (Parlour Tapes+), in 2013, featuring 
works by dynamic, Chicago-based composers.  
Other discography includes a recording with Third 
Coast Percussion of Selene, an octet by Augusta 
Read Thomas for the album Of Being Is a Bird 
(Nimbus Records); and From This Point Forward  
(Azica Records), an exploration of nuevo tango and 
Latin jazz with bandoneon virtuoso Julien Labro. 

It is central to Spektral Quartet’s mission to  
cultivate a love of, and curiosity for, unfamiliar sonic 
territory and exceptional works of the past among 
the next generation of string players. Currently 
ensemble in-residence at the University of Chicago, 
the quartet has also participated in residencies 
at the New World Symphony, Stanford University, 
Northwestern University, University of Wisconsin—
Milwaukee, and the Walden School, among others. 
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“The quarTeT proved ThaT They  
have everyThing: a supreme Technical 
command ThaT seems To come easily,  

a capaciTy To make complicaTed music 
clear, and, mosT noTably 

on This occasion, an abiliTy  
To casT a magic spell…”

new york times



theSe prOjectS represent Spektral Quartet’s aesthetics and core artistic vision, and are reflected  
in tours past and future. We also love the act of building new programs, and are eager to discuss additional 
repertoire that will suit the needs of our presenters. 
    

expreSSiON, traditiON, aNd iNflueNce  
with guest artist Kiera Duffy, soprano  
In the coming seasons, Spektral undertakes an ambitious project to perform Arnold Schoenberg’s 
four string quartets, placing them in a historical context (among their predecessors and 
contemporaries) and illustrating how the legacy of Schoenberg’s ideas live on in the music of today. 
Each of the four programs is curated to explore different concepts in the music of this provocative 
composer: his fearless innovations grounded in the Austro-Germanic canon of Classical music,  
and his unique modes of expression. Spektral aims to show Schoenberg at the crossroads  
of Classicism, Romanticism, and Modernism: his compositions bursting with suave seductions, 

bold provocations, poetic musings and absurdly witty quips. These programs trace the web of Schoenberg’s rhetoric and his 
influence on future generations, providing not a path towards the future, but a fertile, unmapped land ready for exploration.

This project is available in many forms, and programs can be organized in different ways to accommodate the needs of specific 
concert series: as a four or two-concert set, or a single performance. Sample programs are available on our website. 

playiNG Out Long-time advocates for unravelling stylistic boundaries, Spektral 
takes on music by artists often linked to the jazz tradition who have also shaped the course of 
contemporary composition. Through works by seminal figures such as Ornette Coleman  
and our commission from MacArthur Fellow George Lewis—as well as commissions  
from emerging voices such as Samuel Adams, Tomeka Reid, Katherine Young and  
Sam Pluta—Playing Out examines where music goes when the artistic streams of creative 
improvisation and classical composition merge. Additional options for programming also 
include our commission of rising star Anthony Cheung (with flutist Claire Chase), Lee Hyla’s 
barnstorming Quartet No. 4, and apo do, a sonic exploration by Matthias Spahlinger.

Is It true? This program traces the idea of speaking through music, exploring literary 
connections and extra-musical connotations while tracing the potent legacy of Beethoven. Much 
has been written about Beethoven’s Quartet Op. 135 and its puzzling “Muss es sein?” motive. 
Written only a few months after Beethoven’s death, Mendelssohn’s Quartet Op. 13 owes  
much to Beethoven’s late quartets, but takes their implications in new, perhaps warmer, directions. 
Inspired by Beethoven’s model, Mendelssohn includes a text fragment as part of the score: the 
words to “Frage,” a song he had recently composed: “Is it true?...”Janácek Quartet No. 1, 
modeled on Tolstoy’s “Kreutzer Sonata” and the Beethoven work of the same name, is an 
explosion of and exploration into the nature of unrequited love. A deep admirer of Beethoven’s, 

Janácek aimed to capture the passion and storminess of Beethoven’s music without its formal sense of structure: allowing the  
music to live truly live off the page.

fiNGer ON the pulSe This program explores the use of pizzicato in two  
favorites of the string quartet repertoire, and one riveting newcomer. Arguably the  
first “extended-technique” in music for bowed string instruments of the classical era, pizzicato 
highlights mood and rhythm, changes available colors in an artist’s palette, and is capable  
of bringing both dance-like lightness and explosive power to a composition. One of the  
composer’s most amiable and friendly quartets, Beethoven’s Quartet No. 10, Op. 74 “Harp” 
was written during the turmoil of the siege of Vienna, but at a time when Beethoven  
was free from financial worry for the first time, and celebrating many recent successes. The  
pizzicato arpeggios in the first movement that give the work it’s nickname suggest an 

irrepressible jubilance and buoyancy. Ravel’s String Quartet was written while he was still a student of Gabriel Fauré at the 
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Paris Conservatory, and is remarkable in its dual use of classicist structure and impressionist ideals. The pizzicato passages  
that mark the second movement are a nod to both Javanese gamelan orchestration, and fandango rhythms. Finally, composer  
Ben Hjertmann penned his String Quartet No. 2, Étude at the zenith of a self-imposed caffeine binge, and with the  
players assailing their instruments with guitar picks, the kinetic grooves of this recent work have a way of enthusiastically 
convincing even the most skeptical of new music listeners.

MúSica puertOrriQueña Spektral partners with MacArthur fellow  
Miguel Zenón for a new concert-length collaborative work for himself and Spektral Quartet,  
to be premiered in September 2016 at the Hyde Park Jazz Festival. The composition will  
take on four major categories of Puerto Rican music: Musica Jibara, Plena, Bomba, and Danza 
(which is widely considered “Puerto Rico’s Chamber Music”). The piece will consist of eight 
movements, two in each category. A multiple Grammy nominee and Guggenheim Fellow,  
Miguel Zenón represents a select group of musicians who have masterfully balanced and 
blended the often-contradictory poles of innovation and tradition. Widely considered as one  
of the most groundbreaking and influential saxophonists of his generation, he has also 

developed a unique voice as a composer and as a conceptualist, concentrating his efforts on perfecting a fine mix between  
Latin American Folkloric Music and Jazz.

Black aNGelS Written in 1970, Black Angels is a visceral, at times shocking, 
exploration of the spiritual disquiet pervading American culture during the Vietnam War.  
This vivid outburst of music-theater stretches the possibilities of sound to their limit and leaves 
audiences speechless in its wake, yet talking about its implications for months afterward.  
Black Angels is an American masterwork, employing amplification, auxiliary percussion 
instruments, myriad extended performance techniques, and spoken text, to which we have 
developed immersive lighting and staging. Spektral Quartet places this work in the context of 
classic and modern composers engaging with war and societal problems or in a conversation 
between American composers. In 2012, the quartet curated a concert event titled Theater  

of War which included video art, drama, poetry and music to highlight contemporary art’s reaction to the impact of war on our 
world. TimeOut Chicago named it one of the top five chamber music performances of the year.

differeNt traiNS Steve Reich’s Different Trains is a seminal work of late  
20th century American musical style and expression. Reich mines his experience riding trains 
cross-country during the Second World War in the upbeat opening, but soon his thoughts  
turn to the experience of his Jewish compatriots in Europe at the same time. The journey is  
dark, but at the end of the tunnel is music that embodies the optimism and energy of  
Post-War America.

Reich built the music from imitations of his family and friends’ speech, weaving the music  
of their voices into the very fabric of the quartet. The quartet performs live with both the tape  

of their voices as well as three pre-recorded quartets, creating a rich musical texture that engages with a deeply personal  
sense of history. Past programs have paired this piece with such works as Dvorák’s American Quartet and new works which build 
on the fascinating minimalist energy and textures of Reich’s work.



“asTonishing musicians  
who dare To be bold  

wiTh greaT refinemenT, elegance,  
and Technical command;  

The versaTiliTy, dedicaTion,  
and musicaliTy of  

The spekTral quarTeT 
 is unmaTched.”

mikel kuehn

Composer, bowling green state university



university oF ChiCago presents Contempo series 

national sawdust, new york City

roCkeFeller Chapel, university oF ChiCago

museum oF Contemporary art, ChiCago

harris theater, ear taxi Festival

midameriCan Center For Contemporary

musiC, new musiC Festival 

hyde park Jazz Festival with miguel zenón 

rush hour ConCerts 

residenCy at new world symphony

the ClariCe smith perForming arts Center,

university oF maryland

stanFord university

bargemusiC, new york City

goethe institute, boston

art institute oF ChiCago

subCulture, new york City

eCstatiC musiC Festival, new york City

liQuid musiC series presented by

st paul Chamber orChestra

university musiCal soCiety, ann arbor

pritzker pavilion at millennium park, ChiCago

haydn’s seven last words with 

seraphiC Fire—south Florida

salle paderewski in lausanne, switzerland 

May 2017

April, 2017
 

March 2017

October 2016

September 2016

July 2016

April 2016

 

March 2016

February 2016

January 2016

February 2015

November 2014

June 2014

April 2014

November 2013
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“The Spektral Quartet creates thematic programs of such thoughtfulness, insight, and fun, and presents 
them at the highest level of engagement and virtuosity. The quartet’s adventuresome commitment to the 
new, often in dialogue with the vast existing repertoire, is amongst the strongest of any chamber ensemble 
around today. I and many other composers have been incredibly fortunate to work with such a committed, 
exceptional group of players.”

anthony Cheung, 

Composer, Cleveland orChestra; university oF ChiCago

“Spektral Quartet successfully does the thing that everyone else merely 
talks about: it connects audiences in authentic, surprising, and truly 
original ways to music that is both old and new. If you find yourself 
asking the question, “what’s the point of having classical music 
concerts in our society?” Spektral Quartet has an answer for you. 
Rarely in my life have I collaborated with people who are such a unique 
combination of thoughtful, hard-working, and committed to being real 
musician-artists, not just instrumentalists.”

miChael lewanski

ConduCtor, ensemble dal niente, depaul university

“Collaborating with an ensemble this special—four engaging, 
committed, and ferociously talented musicians— is an  
absolute pleasure.”

kurt doles

direCtor oF midameriCan Center For Contemporary musiC

“Intensely creative, imaginative, committed, genuinely musical, and 
passionate, Spektral Quartet is a composer’s best friend. Their superb 
technical skill, allied to deeply probing interpretations, linked to their 
intellectual agility result in concerts of multifaceted spirit and grace.”

augusta read thomas

Composer, university proFessor at 

the university oF ChiCago

“Astonishing musicians who dare to be bold with great refinement, elegance, and technical command;  
the versatility, dedication, and musicality of the Spektral Quartet is unmatched.”

mikel kuehn

Composer, bowling green state university
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“Having the Spektral Quartet work with our fellows on George Crumb’s Black Angels proved to be essential 
to the success of their performance. The Quartet gave intense coaching sessions on the special effects 
and extended techniques required, and helped them understand the deep spiritual commitment needed to 
give a convincing reading of the piece. It was clear that Spektral offered no-nonsense, personally tailored 
guidance and the NWS fellows responded with great enthusiasm.”

miChael linville

direCtor oF Chamber musiC, new world symphony

“The Spektral Quartet is one of the leading lights of our time, a group 
so fiercely committed to bold, fresh and honest performances that 
they literally sizzle and raise your hair when they play. Fearless in 
their choice of repertoire, generous and constantly inventive in their 
programming, and on fire when they play together, the Spektrals are 
the ultimate badasses in new music!”

Claire Chase

Flutist, Founder and Co-artistiC direCtor oF

international Contemporary ensemble (iCe),

2012 maCarthur Fellow

“Spektral Quartet is an extraordinary string quartet, one of the top 
musical ensembles of our time. Their musical acumen, technical 
capacity, and artistic sensibility are all superlative. But their gifts also 
include an ability to empathetically communicate with and enfranchise 
the diverse array of living composers with whom they collaborate 
to build an exciting new repertoire. During their visit to Stanford 
University they expertly interpreted the works of many graduate 
student composers, all of whom appreciated their talent and kindness 
alike. They were marvelous in rehearsals, recording sessions, and 
public performances. My musical community is grateful to Spektral 
for their professional commitment and artistry, and we eagerly look 
forward to working with them again.”

mark applebaum

Composer, stanFord university

“Few string quartets are as dedicated to music by young composers as the Spektral Quartet, and none is as 
devoted to new Chicago composers as these four consummate musicians. I couldn’t have asked for more 
dedicated collaborators when I wrote my first string quartet.”

marCos balter

Composer, montClair state university



Keep an eye out for 
the speKtral Quartet. 

 alex ross

spektralQuartet.Com

booking@spektralQuartet.Com


